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19th-century fiction corpora 

Předvádějící
Poznámky prezentace
ELTeC corpora of 19th-century fiction within the COST project Distant Reading for European Literary History; currently 12 languages.Topic of this talk: automatical morphological tagging of these corpora. Tokenization, lemmatization, part of speech tags. 



universaldependencies.org 

 
• universal tagset + dependencies 
• over 100 treebanks 
• over 70 languages  
• regular version releases 
• since 2015 
• new languages upcoming 
• range of tools 

 

form lemma upos features 

Her she PRON 

Gender=Fem| 
Number=Sing| 
Person=3| 
Poss=Yes| 
PronType=Prs 

diamonds diamond VERB Number=Pl 

blazed blaze VERB Tense=Past|Ver
bForm=Part 

out out ADP _ 

Předvádějící
Poznámky prezentace
Framework for consistent annotation of grammar across different languages. Currently over 100 treebanks in over 70 languages; since 2015. Core team: NLP and ML researchers from well-established teams and institutions: pragmatic, head for big data, sustainability, successful grant-application strategiesTypical tagset acqusition: automatic conversion of already existing treebanks manually annotated with local annotation schemes + postediting;speaker of a poorly-resourced language creates and uses a substantial data set on a task for their language as their Ph.D. work.Annotation and browsing tools, taggers and parsers. The bi



Universal POS (parts of speech) 
ADJ adjective good 
ADP adposition  before, ago, in 
ADV adverb fortunately 
AUX auxiliary verb be, have 
CCONJ coord. conjunction and, but 
DET determiner this, a, both 
INTJ interjection oh, thanks 
NOUN noun, cf. PROPN woman 
NUM numeral two, 12, VII 
PRON pronoun you 
PART particle indeed, just 
PUNCT punctuation ,;!. 
SCONJ subord. conjunction because 
SYM symbol $,% 
VERB verb speak 

universaldependencies.org 
Feature Values 

Number  Plur, Sing, ... 

Animacy Anim, Inan 

Gender Masc, Fem, ... 

VerbForm Inf, Fin, Part 

Definite  Def, Indef 

Voice Act, Pass,... 

form lemma upos features 

Her she PRON 

Gender=Fem| 
Number=Sing| 
Person=3| 
Poss=Yes| 
PronType=Prs 

diamonds diamond VERB Number=Pl 

blazed blaze VERB Tense=Past|Ver
bForm=Part 

out out ADP _ 

Předvádějící
Poznámky prezentace
Morphological tagging: 17 coarse POS features: fine morphological info, concatenated attribute valueslemmaFeatures rendered in "universal tagset" - universal pool of morphological categories - call equal things equally



http://lindat.mff.cuni.cz/services/udpipe/run.php 

Předvádějící
Poznámky prezentace
The tagger + parser: UDPipe - neural-network based, language models trained on reference UD treebanks.Online interface, API, R and Python libraries. 



Conll-u format 

Předvádějící
Poznámky prezentace
The output format of UDPipe: conll-u; conll = established formats in traditional parsing competitions, suffix specifies the number of columns and their names.Tabular format with commented lines of text 



UDPipe error rate in documentation  

Předvádějící
Poznámky prezentace
UDPipe performance on our languages - documentation. Mostly version 2.0 from 2018. We actually used it for all languages but Hungarian and Serbian, which were not available in 2.0.Hungarian came with 2.3 and Serbian with 2.4. Variables: All tags, Features, Lemma, UPOS. All tags: all the others measured for the given language, but not sum of the percentages, since several error types can cooccur in one token.  I plotted more recent UDPipe versions of some other languages, when 2.2 reports were lacking some error types (lemma, features). The results of UPOS are equal or very similar.  Portuguese had 5%s in 2.2 and really zero in 2.4; this is not a missing result.  F-measure, which is percentage but computed as a harmonic mean of precision and recall. Only possible with human gold-standard annotation on test data.  



Form Lemma upos xpos feats EV_lemma EV_tok EV_upos EV_feats_errors 

said say VERB VBD 
Mood=Ind|Ten
se=Past|VerbF
orm=Fin 

Egremo Egremo PROPN NNP Number=Sing F 

nt not PART RB _ F F F 1 

Manual annotation 

• Random sample of 5,000 tokens for each language + tagger 
• across all documents 
• length 3 tokens < complete sentences < length 30 tokens 

• Annotation in a spreadsheet editor (MS Excel) 
• True/False, number of errors in tokens 

 

Předvádějící
Poznámky prezentace
Documented UDPipe performance: on contemporary texts; mostly press. How good on 19th-century fiction?  Take a random text sample for each language. Compare tagger's judgments with judgments of human annotators.  Evaluate and make gold-standard annotation for domain adaptation? Impossible, trained annotators not available. Our makeshift approach: check and record errors. Error types: lemmatization, tokenization, POS, featuresFeatures: just precision, not recallFeature error types: irrelevant feature (e.g. tense with correctly tagged NOUN), wrong feature value (mice Singular) 



UDPipe reference 
vs. ELTeC   

reference ELTeC 

AllTags F-measure all  errors/all except features 

Feats F-measure log100k(geom.mean errors) 

Lemma F-measure errors/all 

UPOS F-measure errors/all 
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Předvádějící
Poznámky prezentace
Reference measures: F-measureELTec Lemma, UPOS, AllTags bars in different units  - simple proportion of error cases. Impossible to retrieve F-measure on our data set, since we do not have the correct human judgments.ELTeC features: only precision (annotators were not detecting missing features. Geometric mean: feature sets specific to language AND POS. (CS noun vs. EN noun; CS noun vs. CS preposition). Therefore percentage did not make sense. Geometric mean: units in their own right, no association with the original ones :-( but enables cross-lingual comparison abstracting from POS :-). Why log 100k? To fit the scale of the other metrics. Feature error rate in ELTeC, language ranking from worst to best:German, English, Czech, Slovenian, Portuguese, Hungarian, Nynorsk, French: annotation inconsistency? The ranking is weird. Feature error rate in reference, language ranking from worst to best:German, Hungarian, Slovenian (above 10%); Czech, Serbian, Nynorsk, Portuguese 2.2, English, French, Portuguese 2.4Good correlation in French (best) and German (worst),    ELTeC All tags except features, but with tokenization. Tokenization excellent in most languages, therefore this result looks better than the reference Individual language results:Czech ELTeC: lemma, UPOS a tiny bit worse than reference, but all in all excellent. Not even 5% errors in lemma and UPOS; possibly an issue with features.   English ELTeC: weird that it should be better than reference; the annotator has possibly overlooked many errors. We will have to double-check. French ELTeC: Also UPOS slightly better than reference, same as the current version; much worse lemmatization; very precise features. All in all good, upos 4%, lemma 6%  German ELTeC: lemma and UPOS very good, features problematic, like in the reference.Hungarian ELTec: Hungarian UDPipe performs worst in lemma and UPOS and relatively good in features in reference. ELTeC not dramatically worse. Nynorsk ELTeC: much worse than reference, which is actually very good. Nynorsk 19th century: very instable orthography; fiction: characters speak in diverse dialects -> probably a big domain difference. ELTeC features also problematic.  Portuguese ELTeC: excellent reference, ELTeC not drammatically worse, but lemmatization issues. Something went possibly really wrong with the features in ELTeC. Slovenian ELTeC: quite a difference in lemma and UPOS.  Serbian: annotation only starting; no ELTeC results yet. 



Hungarian taggers on ELTeC texts 

Předvádějící
Poznámky prezentace
e-magyar much better - trained on bigger data and based on a morphological database, while UDPipe only on the Szeged treebank, 42k sentences.



geometric mean 
of feature errors 
 
  

2,222K 

42K 

603K 1,153K 

3,409K 

301K 
227K (European) 170K 

Předvádějící
Poznámky prezentace
A more detailed view of the performance on the individual languages on ELTeC - Distribution of errors in languagesBars = per cent of rows (i.e. tokens) with errorLemmatization, tokenization, POS: 0 or 1 error; any: 0 - 3Dotted line: geometric mean of Features  UDPipe + E-magyar for Hungarian (HUem, Huud). Grey numbers: thousands of words in UDPipe treebanks (train, development, test)Performance of lang. model of each lang. depends on its grammar complexity + training data sizeHUud really poor compared to HUem: morphologically complex lang. + tiny training dataEN: hardly any inflection, decently sized data



Frequency distribution of erroneous tokens  

Předvádějící
Poznámky prezentace
We want to know whether we get errors in many different rare tokens or a few very frequent tokens. These are actually box plots with extremely narrow boxes down at the very zero. This says that half of the erroneous rows have appeared less than 10 times. French has most outliers, mainly in lemma and lemmupos. There is one word form in Hungarian that UDPipe tokenized incorrectly over 60 times!A few word forms are difficult to provide with features for e-magyar, and so are a few to lemmatize and guess POS. We cannot see whether or not these are identical with those with wrong features. Also Nynorsk has a lemmatization and tagging problem with two words occurring 16-19 times.      



Distribution of error combinations 

Předvádějící
Poznámky prezentace
How do errors co-occur in the individual languages? For instance, German has relatively many words where everything went wrong: over 50!The combination of incorrect lemma and POS is typical of Nynorsk. It is Hungarian where UDPipe has the distinctly worst tokenization as well as lemmatization issues, but it has no tokens where everything went wrong, although it generally performs rather poorly. It performs much worse on Slovene than on Czech, but these are similar languages, so chances are that bigger data or a morphological lexicon will boost the performance.  Cf.: Czech over 2M tokens, SLV 170K tokens.Features are generally worse in languages with rich inflection (and German!!). In general, lemmatization, possibly combined with POS, are typical of most languages, while tokenization does not seem to be a problem. Sometimes tokenization errors and their combinations could be helped by a text pre-processing. E.g. the German tagger gets confused by French quotes and long dashes, attaching them to the following words. 



Předvádějící
Poznámky prezentace
A drill-down to individual words in each language. The 100 most frequent tokens with the given error type, with indicated frequency. A look into each box plot down from its 100th percentile point. Words within each frequency groups are ranked randomly, not alphabetically.   



EN: wrongly tagged as pronouns 

Předvádějící
Poznámky prezentace
Another example: mostly the pronoun her was wrong in features. This must have been the possessivity feature Yes/No. Some are quite non-standard contractions: 'i, ye. The adverb where could be a problem but it occured only once with a wrong tag, whereas it is so frequent that it must have been correctly tagged in many other cases.  



Future work 
• Serbian annotations 
• manual error analysis - word clouds 
• Training data for ELTeC domain necessary? BAMTINOF 

guessing error classification 
– count wrong/correct guesses on words absent in gold standard 
– classify guessing errors: BAMTINOF 

• diachr. word Border changes 
• syntactically Ambiguous word form 
• archaic or poetic Morphology 
• Typo 
• tokenIzation error  resulting in a non-existent token 
• Name, proper noun 
• Old spelling or archaic word typically replaced by a modern word 
• Foreign-language or heavy dialect   

 
 

 

Předvádějící
Poznámky prezentace
Serbian annotationsmanual error analysis - word cloudsTraining data for ELTeC domain necessary? BAMTINOF guessing error classificationcount wrong/correct guesses on words absent in gold standardclassify guessing errors: BAMTINOFdiachr. word Border changessyntactically Ambiguous word formarchaic or poetic MorphologyTypotokenIzation error  resulting in a non-existent tokenName, proper nounOld spelling or archaic word typically replaced by a modern wordForeign-language or heavy dialect  
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